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Abstract Micro precision X–Y stages have several appli-
cations in industry ranging from metal machining to position-
ing of optical instruments. This paper deals with the evalu-
ation of relationship between jerk in micro precision stages
and harmonics in voltage of the motor by which the stage is
driven and subsequently proposes an algorithm on Arduino
Mega micro controller board to reduce the jerk by shaping
the velocity profile while varying the microstepping rate in
motor voltage. A micro precision stage with a resolution of 1
micron, driven with a bipolar stepper motor drive is used to
evaluate the algorithm. A MEMS accelerometer (ADXL 345)
is placed rigidly on the stage, and the acceleration at varying
speeds is measured and logged in the micro controller. The
micro controller sends commands to the motor driver (L6470
driver) for driving the motor using Serial Peripheral inter-
face. The motor driver is configured in microstepping mode.
Experiments confirm the fact that there is a strong correla-
tion between jerk in micropositioning stage and motor supply
voltage harmonics. A methodology to reduce the jerk has also
been facilitated. This involves use of microstepping mode in
stepper motor driver with dynamic sliding in microstepping
rate. A threshold value of jerk is considered and based on that,
the microstepping rate is varied which subsequently reduces
voltage harmonics. Reduction in voltage harmonics reduces
the jerk in the stage. Maximum jerk reduction of 97.3 % was
achieved in the process.
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1 Introduction

Micropositioning stages are widely used in electromechani-
cal systems to place or move objects of varying payloads for
operations ranging from machining, assembly, instrument
calibration, etc. Micropositioning X–Y stages possess dis-
placement resolution in microns and are driven by electric
motors. Usually, a rotating electric motor (stepper, servos,
etc) is used combined with mechanism (micrometer screw or
lead screw) to convert the rotation into translation for travel
ranges up to resolution of 1 µm. For higher travel resolu-
tions linear motors, piezo actuators, etc combined with travel
mechanisms such as flexure and compliant mechanisms are
commercially available.

Micropositioning X–Y stages possess residual jerk dur-
ing operation (Hamilton et al. 1999) in addition to the jerk
induced due to operational causes viz. change in driving
force, change in mass of payload, etc. Limiting the resid-
ual jerk is important to suppress the transient vibration and
reduce the settling time (Li et al. 2009a,b). Transient vibra-
tions result in inaccuracies in positioning. Residual jerk refers
to the jerk under zero payload and occurs due to change in
acceleration of the motion profile. Residual jerk and vibra-
tion arise due contribution of number of factors like change in
acceleration of moving trajectory, inertial effects of moving
stage, difference in sliding friction of bearing attached to the
stage, etc (Li et al. 2009a,b; Rizvi 2005; Ryuichi 2011). A lot
of research can be found in literature to eliminate the vibra-
tion and jerk in precision stages due to operational causes.
A plethora of controller-based techniques ranging from sim-
ple PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) control (Wang et
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al. 2011) to complex robust control (Tsai et al. 2011) and
genetic algorithms (Yang et al. 2012) have been attempted to
confiscate the jerk due to operational effects of the stages.

On the contrary, methodologies to eliminate residual jerk
need to be improved to cut off the unwanted vibrations in
such systems in order to aid the controller-based techniques
in maintaining precision. This is due to industrial need per-
taining to the problems with residual vibrations/ jerk. Resid-
ual vibration and jerk in micropositioning stages deteriorate
surface integrity and lead to chattering in material machining
applications using the stage (Chae et al. 2006). In manufac-
turing units, serious hindrances occur in assembly line due to
improper positioning of the materials (Ding and Xiong 2006).
In optical instrument positioning, jerks and vibration in the
stages lead to improper calibration of instruments (Basdogan
and Royston 1999). It thus becomes essential to reduce the
residual jerk inherently present in micropositioning stages
so that the stated industrial problems can be alleviated and
proper reliability of the stages can be achieved.

Significant research has been conducted to damp the jerk
and vibrations perceived due to change in acceleration of
the moving trajectory. The methods include iterative learn-
ing control (Oosten et al. 2004), input or command shap-
ing (Chen 2010; Bae et al. 2012), and use of active vibra-
tion isolator (Nitta and Hashimoto 2008). Whereas the first
two approaches deal with shaping the trajectory curve of the
motion profile for reducing vibration and jerk, the last one
deals with reducing the vibrations caused due to inertia. Bae
et al. (2012) have claimed a maximum reduction of positional
inaccuracy pertaining to vibrations by 90 % using command
shaping of trajectory. This signifies the fact that jerk is not
only caused due to nature of trajectory and its parameters
but also due to some other factors which need to be fig-
ured out. Further, as residual jerk is the resultant effect of a
number of causes as discussed above, a combination of tech-
niques needs to be used to eliminate the residual jerk. Due
to ever- increasing demand of precision, the authors in this
paper were inspired to find better solutions for jerk reduc-
tion which would be efficient enough to nearly eliminate all
inaccuracies caused due to jerk in precision microposition-
ing systems. This paper proposes a jerk reduction technique
in micropositioning stages driven by stepper motors using
optimal selection of microstepping rate based on jerk data
obtained using an accelerometer. Reduction of jerk refers to
lessening of the jerk level in precision positioning stages so
that the jerk value is almost negligible.

In order to reach at total solution of jerk reduction it is
required to find all root causes of jerk in precision micropo-
sitioning stages. The established causes are mentioned in the
previous paragraph. Cause of jerk other than the stated ones
includes harmonics in the voltage driving the actuator of the
stage. The dependence of jerk in X–Y stages on motor cur-
rent harmonics is not precisely established. Baluta (2007) has

claimed that driving a stepper motor in microstepping mode
reduces ripples and enhances positional accuracy of the sys-
tem to which it is attached. However, for precision motion
X–Y stages, the exact relationship between jerk harmonics
and motor current harmonics at different speed or operat-
ing conditions neither finds citation in the literature nor any
methodology to reduce residual jerk up to a very significant
level (negligible jerk level) has been claimed yet.

The experimental setup to establish the relationship
between motor supply voltage harmonics and residual jerk in
the stages is stated in Sect. 2. Further the set up for reduction
of residual jerk is also presented. Section 3 deals with an algo-
rithm on Arduino Mega board, which uses variable sliding
microstepping based on jerk feedback combined with shap-
ing the velocity profile to reduce the jerk in the stage. This
involves dynamic measurement of jerk in precision stages
using procurement of accelerometer signal data and its sub-
sequent Fourier transform. Based on the jerk level a threshold
jerk value is selected. The selection is based on the frequency
region with dominant acceleration harmonics (40 Hz for the
setup used here). The acceleration frequency harmonics had
a strong correlation with harmonics in motor supply voltage.
So whenever the jerk level was found greater than the thresh-
old value, the microstepping rate was varied as microstepping
leads to change in harmonics in supply voltage. Section 4
deals with validation of the algorithm at different speeds of
the positioning stage. Results pertaining to reduction of resid-
ual jerk are also discussed.

2 Methodology

Experiments were conducted to establish a correlation
between input voltage harmonics and acceleration frequency
harmonics contributing to jerk, and subsequently an algo-
rithm was tested to reduce the jerk. A precision micro stage
manufactured by Holmarc (Model No- TSV 75 Mu01-01)
with a bipolar stepper motor actuator manufactured by DPM
Motor company (42SH33-3A) was used to facilitate the
experiments. The micro stage has a positional resolution of
1 µm and can translate along X-axis.

2.1 Experimental setup to establish correlation between
voltage and acceleration harmonics

The motor was driven using bipolar stepper motor driver
(L6470) manufactured by ST Microelectronics. The driver
has facility to supply high currents in addition to microstep-
ping and programmable speed profile feature. The driver
commands are generated by Arduino Mega micro controller
and are fed using SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface). A MEMS
accelerometer (ADXL345) was rigidly placed on the top sur-
face of the stage, and accelerations in X and Y direction were
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup for establishing correlation between jerk
and motor voltage harmonics

recorded for four different speeds. Subsequently, Fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of these signals were plotted. The FFT plot
provides the acceleration magnitude at different frequencies.
It can also be stated that more number of closely placed
peaks in FFT plot corresponds to large number of accelera-
tion frequencies and hence greater jerk. Figure 1 shows the
schematic of the experimental setup used for establishment
of correlation between voltage and acceleration harmonics.

2.2 Experimental setup for reduction of residual jerk

In order to reduce the residual jerk, sliding microstepping
technique was applied. Microstepping is a method in which
each step of the stepper motor supply is divided into number
of smaller steps with modulated amplitude in such a way that
the rectangular step signal resumes a near sinusoid. Figure 2
depicts the idea of microstepping.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that a single step is fragmented
into a number of steps in such a way that it resembles a
near sinusoid which is the basic idea behind microstepping.
Higher the number of microsteps, better is the nature of sinu-
soidal waveform. However microstepping has some limita-
tions (You and Kim 2009).

– Infidelity in step size repeatability: Due to mechanical
non linearities like stiction, backlash, etc, the desired
step size in microstepping may not be achieved due to
motor stall between the switching stages. As the number
of microsteps increases, the step size resolution degrades
thus affecting the positioning precision.

– Motor stall: In cases where the microstepping rate is very
high, the motor is unable to be driven in microstepping

Fig. 2 Concept of microstepping

Fig. 3 Experimental setup for residual jerk reduction using jerk feed-
back based sliding microstep switching

mode. Most advanced drives employing microstepping
uses a threshold microstepping rate to eliminate this issue.
A threshold value of microstepping rate is fixed and if
the number of microsteps are greater than the threshold
value, then the motor returns to full step mode which again
increases jerk in the motor and the related accessories to
which it is connected to.

It can thus be inferred that microstepping rate needs to be
judiciously selected such that neither the motor gets stalled
nor the positional precision is degraded.

The experimental setup for jerk reduction based on jerk
feedback on the principle of sliding microstepping rate is
shown in Fig. 3.

The experimental setup to reduce residual jerks in this
paper uses two motor drivers (L6470) running in synchronous
fashion. These motor drivers are connected to Arudino Mega
board which provides command signals to the connected
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Table 1 Feed (speed) and
microstepping rate
combinations for 4 different set
of experiments

Experiment 1 2 3 4

Feed (microns/second) 200 200 1000 1000

Microstepping rate (microsteps/steps) 8 128 8 128

drivers. The motor drivers can be programmed in microstep-
ping modes with 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 microsteps
per step. The programming can be performed only when the
driver is in high-impedance state (i.e. when the driver is not
sending command signals to the motor). The driver possesses
step loss (motor stall) detection feature. The drivers used in
the experiments are configured at two different microstep-
ping rates. Whenever residual jerk is detected, the driver
with higher microstepping rate supplies voltage to the motor.
If step loss is detected at present microstepping rate, then
the next driver with lower microstepping rate comes into
action and simultaneously the former driver is forced off
(high impedance state).

2.3 Experiments conducted

The experiments were conducted for four different feed val-
ues using the stated experimental setup in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2.
The feed values are tabulated in Table 1.

3 Algorithm for residual jerk reduction

The jerk reduction algorithm employs the following tech-
niques to minimize the residual jerk.

Shaping the velocity profile: This was performed using the
on-chip speed profile programming feature of L6470 motor
driver. Very recently, (Mrad 2013) it has been claimed that
bell shaped velocity profiles for X–Y stages render least jerk
and vibration. So it is evident that use of this profile would
lead to least jerk in the stages due to speed variations. The
objective of the paper is to reduce the residual jerk, so the
claimed least jerky speed profile was used in conjugation
with dynamic sliding in microstepping rate-based method.
As the programmable feature of motor driver L6470 does
not support a perfect bell- shaped curve, so a velocity profile
near to bell shape was constructed. The profile used is as
shown in Fig. 4. The desired speed refers to feeds in Table 1.
For the experiments the desired values of the speed and time
of run were different; however same values of slope were
used as in Fig. 4.

Sliding the microstepping rate: The microstepping rate is
changed in every step on the basis of residual jerk and motor
step loss. The details of the procedure are explained in the
following paragraph. The algorithm used is also subsequently
presented.

Fig. 4 The speed profile for motor operation

1. The algorithm initializes the microstepping rates of the
motor drivers as 1 and 2 (20 and 21). Driver 1 has
microstepping rate as 1 and driver 2 has microstepping
rate as 2 (Step 2 in the algorithm).

2. The motor is driven with the driver with higher microstep-
ping rate i.e. driver 2 (Step 2 in the algorithm).

3. The accelerometer inputs its data to the controller. If the
jerk harmonics are greater then 40 Hz, then the driver 1
is set to an increased microstepping rate (22 = 4) (Step 4
and 5 in the algorithm). 40 Hz is considered as thresh-
old as the dominant harmonics lie within 40 Hz as in
Table 2.

4. Once the microstepping rate of driver 1 is set to 4, the
driver 2 is switched off, and the motor runs using driver
1. Two drivers were required as the microstepping rate
can not be changed while the driver is in operation. So
for sliding the microstepping rate, one driver has to be
switched off. In that period, the other driver drives the
motor (Step 6–11 in the algorithm).

5. If on this microstepping rate, step loss is detected, then
the algorithm immediately stops the driver 1 and starts
the driver 2 in which lower value of microstepping rate
is already assigned. It further reduces the microstepping
rate of driver 1. If no step loss is detected, then the motor
continues with driver 1 and checks again whether the har-
monics in jerk are greater than 40 Hz. The increase and
decrease in microstepping rate based on jerk harmonics
go on between the microstepping range 1–256 (20–27)

(Step 12–18 in the algorithm).
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The algorithm used is as follows:
The variables used in the algorithm are Driver1_microstep

and Driver2_microstep which denotes the present microstep-
ping rates set to Driver1 and Driver2, respectively. A variable
namely motor_Drive is used which contains the information
regarding which driver is driving the motor presently (driver
1 or driver 2). The variable jerk_harmonics is the jerk har-
monics obtained from accelerometer and steploss_detected
is the signal due to motor stall/ step loss.

Step 1: Start. 
Step 2: Initialize Driver1_microstep= 20 and  

Driver2_microstep= 21, 
motor_Drive=Driver2. 

Step 3: while(1){ 
Step 4:  Measure jerk_harmonics from 

accelerometer. 
Step 5:  if (jerk_harmonics >40 Hz){ 
Step 6:  if (motor_Drive= = Driver2 

and Driver2_microstep < 26){ 
Step 7:  Driver1_microstep = 

Driver2_microstep<<1. 
(Bit shifting to increase 
the microstepping rate). 

Step 8:  motor_Drive = Driver1.} 
Step 9:  else if (Driver1_microstep < 

26){ 
Step 10: Driver2_microstep= 

Driver1_microstep<<1. 
Step 11:  motor_Drive= Driver2.} 
 } 
Step 12:  if (steploss_detected = = 1){ 
Step 13:  if (motor_Drive= = Driver2 

and Driver2_microstep> 20){ 
Step 14:  Driver1_microstep = 

Driver2_microstep>>1. 
(Bit shifting to decrease 
the microstepping rate). 

Step 15:  motor_Drive= Driver1.} 
Step 16:  else if (Driver1_microstep > 

20){ 
Step 17:  Driver2_microstep= 

Driver1_microstep>>1. 
Step 18:  motor_Drive= Driver2.} 
 } 

} 
Step 19: End. 

Thus, it can be inferred that two drivers in synchronization
are tactfully used to slide the microstepping rate in the range
1–128 dynamically depending on jerk feedback. Hence the
authors call this as microstep rate sliding algorithm using jerk
feedback. Such algorithms are based on successive approxi-
mation and are widely used in mechatronic applications like
successive approximation type analog to digital converters,
path planning of terrestrial robots, etc. (Kenneth 2009; Chang
1993).

4 Results and discussions

To establish the relationship between motor voltage pro-
file and jerk, Fourier transform was carried out for motor
voltage data obtained using oscilloscope and acceleration
data obtained from accelerometer. Table 2 shows the Fourier
transform of motor voltage and acceleration along X and Y
axes for 4 set of experiments as in Table 1.

To facilitate the efficiency of the jerk reduction algorithm
on micro controller two different tests were conducted

1. Visualizing the motor terminal voltage on oscilloscope:
The motor terminal voltage was observed on an oscillo-
scope (Tektronix TDS 1002B). It could well be seen that
the time average of microstepped voltage changes. Visu-
alization for change in microstepping rate from 4 to 8 in
real time during precision positioning of stage is shown in
Fig. 5. The original oscilloscope signal is black solid line.
The dotted lines red and green are reconstructed signals
to get a clear picture of change in microstepping rate. The
square wave shown denotes the full step pulse which the
motor would have got if microstepping was not carried
out.

2. Analyzing the jerk profile with the algorithm on run at
different feeds

Table 3 depicts the jerk profiles at different feeds with and
without the algorithm.

Following could be inferred from the experimental results

1. At higher feed (speed) the acceleration profile has large
number of Fourier peaks for lower order frequencies
(Table 2). This shows that at higher speeds the jerk
increases significantly. Further, the dominant frequency
of jerk stays within 40 Hz.

2. The lower order voltage harmonics have strong correla-
tion with the acceleration frequencies. It can be observed
from Table 2 that there is an increase in closely spaced
acceleration peaks with increase in voltage harmonics.
This can be stated as well that with increase in volt-
age harmonics, the magnitude of acceleration changes
rapidly within a particular band of frequencies (here
0–40 Hz) thus showing significant jerk.

3. The algorithm on chip is efficient in sliding the microstep-
ping rate automatically under dynamic conditions as can
be seen from oscilloscope image (Fig. 5). Further no
motor stall was observed due to microstepping when the
algorithm was used.

4. Table 3 shows the jerk profile with and without using
the algorithm. At a speed of 500 µm/s the maximum
jerk was reduced by 91.275 % (0.149–0.013 µm/s3), at
1,000 µm/s the maximum jerk was reduced by 93.2 %
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Table 2 Harmonic analysis based on Fourier transform

S. no. Fourier transform of voltage waveforms Fourier transform of acceleration (X axis) Fourier transform of acceleration (Y axis)

1

X axis: 1 div = 5 Hz.
Y axis: 1 div = 10 dB

2

X axis: 1 div = 5 Hz.
Y axis: 1 div = 10 dB

3

X axis: 1 div = 5 Hz.
Y axis: 1 div = 10 dB

4

X axis: 1 div = 5 Hz.
Y axis: 1 div = 10 dB

(0.22–0.015 µm/s3), and at 1,500 µm/s the maximum
jerk was reduced by (0.3–0.008 µm/s3) 97.3 %. Thus
the methodology proposed here could achieve a posi-
tional accuracy higher than the maximum claimed ones
(90 %) in literature (Bae et al. 2012). The jerk reduced
is due to the fact that microstepping renders the volt-
age profile of the motor to be nearly sinusoidal which
has lesser harmonics than the conventional rectangu-
lar pulse used in stepper motors. This fact again sup-

ports point 2 of this discussion that there is a correlation
between motor voltage harmonics and jerk in the stage
motion.

5. The initial jerk (during motion start) in profiles shown
in Table 3 without use of algorithm is due to iner-
tia of the stage and stiction. The rest almost con-
stant part of the jerk profile is due to motor current
harmonics, sliding friction and speed profile of stage
motion.
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Fig. 5 Illustration of dynamic
sliding in microstepping rate.
The microstepping rate changes
dynamically from 4 to 8

Table 3 Jerk profiles with and without using the algorithm

Feed (speed) Without algorithm With algorithm

500 µm/s

1,000 µm/s

1,500 µm/s

6. Use of the algorithm although reduces the jerk up to sat-
isfactory level at lower feeds but introduces fluctuations
in the jerk profile. This is due to the fact that there is rapid
change in motor current harmonics owing to fast change
in microstepping rate.

5 Conclusions

From the experiments performed it could be well under-
stood that the motor supply voltage harmonics has correlation
with the residual jerk in stage motion. Further, shaping the
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velocity profile of the trajectory followed by dynamic sliding
in microstepping rate to reduce the motor voltage harmon-
ics in precision-positioning stage drive is an effective way
to eliminate the jerk in the stage. The microstepping rate is
varied dynamically based on the jerk in the stage. The max-
imum jerk that could be reduced using the proposed method
was 97.3 %. The methodology proposed is particularly useful
in industrial applications where precision positioning is an
essence. The importance of the methodology can be depicted
by following.

If a sample mass is to be positioned for machining using
a precision stage and the jerk is 0.3 µm/ s3 as in Table 3 and
it takes 2 s to position, then it gives 2.4 µm as an uncertainty
in displacement. Whereas using the algorithm where the jerk
is reduced to 0.008 µm/s3, the uncertainty in displacement
is 0.064 µm. Thus certainty in positioning is improved by a
factor of 37.5 times.

The methodology is cost effective as it uses a MEMS-
based accelerometer and the algorithm on micro controller.
Further, the methodology can be easily implemented on other
controller devices like CNC machine controllers.

Nowadays, enhancement of accuracy in precision-posi-
tioning stages used in research and industries is conducted by
replacing existing actuators with ultra high resolution actu-
ators. This unnecessarily enhances system cost in addition
to replacement of total system leading to increase in system
setupsetup time. This method can mitigate the time and cost
issues merely by use of a simple algorithm on micro con-
troller with a low-cost hardware circuitry.

It can thus be concluded that the method used for residual
jerk reduction for precision-positioning stages is effective for
use in industrial applications like industrial robots, precision
positioning units for manufacturing and instrument calibra-
tion where accuracy in positioning is an essential.
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